A hardware Trojan is a malicious circuit inserted into a device by a malicious designer or manufacturer in the circuit design or fabrication phase. With the globalization of semiconductor industry, more and more chips and devices are designed, integrated and fabricated by untrusted manufacturers, who can potentially insert hardware Trojans for launching a acks a er the devices are deployed. Moreover, the most damaging a ack in a smart grid is a large scale electricity failure, which can cause very serious consequences that are worse than any disaster. Unfortunately, this a ack can be implemented very easily by synchronized hardware Trojans acting as a collective o ine time bomb; the Trojans do not need to interact with one another and can a ect a large fraction of nodes in a power grid. More sophisticatedly, this a ack can also be realized by online hardware Trojans which keep listening to the communication channel and wait for a trigger event to trigger their malicious payloads; here, a broadcast message triggers all the Trojans at the same time.
proposed solution only needs a trusted Global Positioning System (GPS) module which provides the correct UTC together with small additional interface circuitry. is means that our solution can be used to protect the current power grid infrastructure against type A o ine a acks without replacing any untrusted functional unit, which may already have embedded hardware Trojans.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently circuit manufacturing has been outsourced to untrusted manufacturers who can implant malicious circuits of their choice in fabricated circuits during manufacturing. is means that without extensive testing for hardware Trojans on each fabricated device, nobody is able to nd a hardware Trojan embedded in a fabricated device.
erefore these untested/untrusted devices used in the eld undermine the security of the entire power grid. Research on hardware Trojans has been active in academia and industry for more than one decade [6, 14, 24] . One paper even discovers hardware Trojans implanted in military devices, which validates this threat to homeland security [23] . We also mention the possibility of hardware Trojans which implement 'kill switches' [2] . e smart grid, as a critical infrastructure of one country, is very vulnerable to hardware Trojan a acks, since this problem has not gained su cient a ention in power grid design. In particular, if all implanted hardware Trojans in a smart grid can get activated at the same time (due to access to synchronized time), then this collection of Trojans acts as a time bomb to destroy the functionality of a large fraction of nodes in the bulk power grid.
is can lead to huge damage and a possible cascading of this power failure to other 2017 2nd Workshop on Cyber-Physical Security and Resilience in Smart Grids 35 2017 2nd Workshop on Cyber-Physical Security and Resilience in Smart Grids parts of the power grid, such as the 2003 Italian blackout [18] , 2003 U.S. Northeastern power outage [20] , 2011 Southwest blackout [10] , and 2015 Ukraine blackout [19] .
We introduce the following classi cation of synchronized hardware Trojan a acks:
O line synchronized hardware Trojan attacks -Type A. If all implanted hardware Trojans need to be triggered at the same time, then they need some method to properly synchronize with each other. If no malicious communication is allowed in the network, then, since a Global Positioning System (GPS) module is one important module in nearly every critical node of a bulk power grid and many functional modules need Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) provided by the GPS module to synchronize with each other for functional reasons, the GPS provides a perfect way for them to synchronize with UTC. For example, multiple Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) need to sample the current and voltage signals using the same time reference to calculate the phase angles in a region for stability control. A hardware Trojan in a PMU can just take the UTC from the GPS module and trigger itself when a previously set trigger time arrives. In this way, all the PMUs can corrupt at the same time, and no one will notice any symptom before the power failure actually happens.
In order to prevent such an o ine synchronized a ack, we propose an additional interface circuitry which is initialized by the power companies with a unique random o set and adds this o set to the time information provided by the GPS module. As a result, each node in the power grid can be considered to work in a separate time domain, and none of them knows the current UTC and the time domain of other nodes. Obviously, this time domain isolation can prevent the hardware Trojans in di erent nodes being triggered at the same time. To make this system usable, all the time o sets should be stored in the control center, such that this control center can adjust the time value in the commands for each node and correct the time information in all the received messages. e system is shown in Fig.1 .
O line synchronized hardware Trojan attacks -Type B. If malicious communication between hardware Trojans is possible, then they can synchronize their actions without access to current UTC. Here, the meaning of o ine is that there is no online connection from an adversarial control center to Trojans. If communication happens over the smart grid network layer, then communication modules should embed a trusted formally veri ed Finite State Machine (FSM) which intercepts and interprets command sequences so that the network of FSMs can discover and prevent suspicious looking communication pa erns which are synchronized in time. If speci cally designed for the smart grid, this goes beyond ordinary intrusion detection systems which either learns malicious communication pa erns based on machine learning (SVM or data stream mining) applied to a smart grid data set or detects malicious pa erns based on smart grid speci c rules [9, 21, 34] . We leave it as an open problem to design practical FSMs that prevent type B a acks where communication is over the network layer and to design countermeasures for type B a acks where communication between Trojans is over a covert channel over the power lines [11] .
We notice that type A and B o ine synchronized hardware Trojan a acks require the a acker to set the (approximate) future time at which the a ack should occur before the Trojans are manufactured.
is means that the a acker loses control and the a ack will happen at that future time no ma er improvements of the relationship between the a acker and country where the power grid resides. is excludes a rational adversary from initiating such an a ack -it does not exclude the psychopathic a acker. (If one does not believe in dealing with such a psychopathic manufacturer, then there is no need to protect against type A or B o ine synchronized hardware Trojan a acks since according to the above argument only a psychopathic manufacturer would proceed doing this.)
Online synchronized hardware Trojan attacks. If the trigger signal is sent from an unauthorized source outside of the existing power grid network (the meaning of online), then this adversary rst needs to intrude the network. In order to prevent a successful a ack we need an intrusion detection system, which has been well studied for smart grids in [9, 21, 34] . It is important to note, that an online synchronized hardware Trojan a ack of this avor should be compared to the di culty of a remote a acker who has already penetrated the network to exploit vulnerabilities or insert a so ware Trojan (i.e. malware) in the so ware stack rather than having hardware Trojans in place.
e rest of this paper analyses mitigation of type A and discusses mitigation of type B o ine synchronized hardware Trojan a acks. We do not further discuss the online synchronized hardware Trojan a ack and leave this as an open problem for future work.
Contributions
In this paper, we make the following main contributions:
(1) We raise the alarm of coordinated hardware Trojan a acks in a power grid, whose study is long overdue. It is important to question the trustworthiness of the underlying hardware when we are studying the security of the so ware running on top of it.
(2) We propose to isolate the time domain of each node to prevent type A o ine hardware Trojans from being activated at the same time. is converts a failure of the entire power grid to sporadic single node failures (sporadic since the random o sets may di er in years).
(3) E ectively, our solution reduces the trusted computing base with respect to a coordinated type A o ine hardware Trojan a ack from the need for trust in all the devices in nodes of a power grid to trust in the GPS module (with a small additional interface circuitry) in each node. is signi cantly enhances the security of the entire power grid and reduces the testing time before deployment.
(4) Our solution is applicable to the current power grid infrastructure to prevent a synchronized type A o ine hardware Trojan a ack from happening. ere is no need to replace any functional unit in the power grid, even if units are suspicious and may be malicious. It just requires an additional small interface circuit and a so ware update in the control center. Sec.3. Sec.4 explains strategies towards mitigation of type B a acks in more detail. Finally, Sec.5 concludes the paper and discusses the reality of type A or B a acks.
Organization

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 2.1 Hardware Trojans: Attacks and Defenses
Hardware Trojan research has been active in the hardware security research community for more than a decade. Due to the creativity of a ackers, new hardware Trojan designs continuously emerge that escape detection from state-of-the-art detection schemes and methods [4, 15, 28, 30] . erefore, it is very di cult to guarantee one device is completely free of hardware Trojans.
Another drawback of the current state-of-the-art detection schemes is the trade-o between detection probability and computational complexity. For Trojans inserted in the design phase, the complexities of state-of-the-art detection tools (e.g. HaTCh [14] , FANCI [26] and VeriTrust [29] ) grow very fast if they want to detect the hardware Trojans proposed in [15, 30] with high probability. Also, for Trojans inserted in the fabrication phase, post-silicon detection schemes usually require extensive investigation to compare some speci c characteristics (e.g. power consumption [3] and path delay [17] ) of each chip with a golden/trusted copy. Typically, these post-silicon detection schemes can only perform testing on some random samples on one wafer, because it is too time-consuming to test all the samples. Summarizing, it is very challenging to completely eliminate the threats of hardware Trojans in power system hardware devices.
Supply Chain Management: is paper ts a larger discussion on secure supply chain management [12] of ICs in power grid devices during design, fabrication, assembly, distribution, lifetime, recycling and end-of-life. Since insertion of hardware Trojans in the supply chain is di cult and costly (if not impossible) to detect (during testing), this paper proposes countermeasures and suggestions for future work to eliminate this threat.
Synchronization in Smart Grids
Nowadays, the North America power grid is increasingly relying on synchronized clocks, especially the atomic clocks on GPS satellites, to enable real-time accurate monitoring and control for maintaining stability and reliability of our continent-wide interconnected bulk power grid. is is justi able because several major blackouts, such as the two 1996 western electric grid blackouts and the 2003 eastern electric grid blackout [20] , could have been prevented or alleviated if there existed wide-area synchronized situational awareness and control of disturbance events in the bulk power grid. In late 1990s, PMU was invented and, for the rst time, achieved synchronized measurement in power grid by time-stamping each measurement (e.g., voltage, current, and frequency) according to a common time reference in UTC provided by GPS [5, 8, 22] . PMUs allow measurements from di erent regions and utilities to be synchronized and, if networked, could provide unprecedented observability and controllability of the entire North American interconnection [1, 27, [31] [32] [33] . For this reason, thousands of PMUs haven been installed in U.S. power utilities grids with the support from Department of Energy and more devices are to be deployed in the coming years.
Another trend is to introduce GPS signals to other measurement and control devices in the power grids such as remote terminal units (RTUs). RTUs are still the most-widely used automation devices in substations even though their accuracy and data transmi ing rates are much lower than those of PMUs. Equipped with GPS receivers, RTUs will be able to provide much more accurate and useful information for the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems [13, 22] .
erefore, it is foreseeable that synchronized phasor signals will soon be widely used across power generation (e.g., large hydro and thermal power plants, distributed generation systems such as PV power systems and wind farms), transmission (especially substation automation systems), and distribution grids (e.g., smart meters and sensors).
In summary, synchronized signals are made available to an increasing number of power system hardware devices such as RTUs, PMUs and other GPS-enabled devices. e widely available synchronization signals, however, enables hardware Trojans implanted in power system hardware devices to perform coordinated a acks that can cause major blackouts and catastrophic cascading failures in North American power grids.
TYPE A: MITIGATION STRATEGY
We analyze type A o ine synchronized hardware Trojan a acks where the Trojans do not a empt to communicate which each other.
Proposed Solution
In each node of a power grid, the coordinated universal time T is provided by the GPS module, and it is used in functional units, such as PMUs and RTUs. If a malicious manufacturer embeds hardware Trojans in the PMUs, then each Trojan just needs to trigger its payload at the same time T t r i er to cause a huge synchronized and coordinated blackout in the corresponding power grid.
Given the challenges we are facing in hardware Trojan detection as described in Sec.2, we suggest to defeat synchronized hardware Trojan a acks by preventing access to the UTC in the rst place so that each hardware Trojan is at a loss when time T t r i er occurs. We propose to isolate each hardware Trojan by isolating the node with the functional units in its own time domain (reference framework) as shown in Figure 1 . We propose to add a time o set t to the time provided by the GPS receiver. As a result, instead of ge ing correct coordinated universal time T from the GPS receiver, the corresponding functional unit receives time T + t.
Let {t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t N } be the time o set of nodes 1 to N in the power grid. ese time o sets are initialized as random numbers by the control center and are stored in a database. erefore, in each node, no functional unit knows the correct time, except the GPS receiver. In this way, the functional units in di erent power grid nodes are working with di erent time domains, and as a result they cannot synchronize with each other. Even when a speci c trigger time is achieved in one node, only that node will fail. is is just a single node failure which a power grid can tolerate and quickly recover from. e time o sets t i can be randomly chosen from a large multi-year range so that node failures will be spread out over a long time window. erefore, a huge blackout is converted into sporadic single node failures which mitigate damage to an acceptable minimum.
Case Study: If we are considering a time signal encoded in IRIG-B standard [25] , which is a widely used time code standard, the overall time o set space is 100 years. As a result, if the time oset is uniformly distributed, then single node failures will also be uniformly distributed over 100 years.
Usability
As discussed in Sec.2, in the smart grid we do need some functional units to be synchronized over the entire power grid. For example, PMUs do need to sample the power signal using the same time reference for phase measurement. However, in our proposed system, PMUs do not have access to the correct UTC T . In order to x this issue, the control center should adjust all the commands sent to the PMUs to the time domain of each destination PMU. Since the control center knows all the o sets {t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t N }, it can adjust the commands sent to the PMUs and also correct the messages received from PMUs. For example, a er receiving data from node i, the control center can shi the time tag by t i so that the data will t into i's UTC frame. In this way, we can still guarantee that all measurements from di erent PMUs still have correct UTC tags but none of the PMUs knows the exact UTC since they are obfuscated by their o sets similar to a one-time-pad encryption.
Notice that our proposed solution only incurs very minimal changes to the current power grid design. We can still use o -theshelf GPS modules and other functional units in our system and just add one small interface at the time output of GPS modules. All the time o sets can be programmed when the devices are deployed, and the control center just needs to adjust their commands according to the o set of each node. is also requires a very minimal change in the control program. Moreover, our solution can be directly applied to the current power grid infrastructure without replacing any untrusted functional unit. is dramatically reduces the cost for upgrading the current system to prevent a synchronized hardware Trojan a ack.
Security Analysis
In the above discussion, (besides the type A o ine assumption assuming no inter Trojan communication) we made a very important assumption that the GPS module is trusted. is implies that the GPS module is free of hardware Trojans itself and is always providing the correct UTC to the other functional units. Essentially, we reduce the trusted computing base from trusting every single node in the entire power grid to the following three trust assumptions:
• All the GPS modules in the power grid should be trusted and provide correct UTC.
• e additional interface circuitry is trusted.
• e so ware running on functional units is trusted.
How can we guarantee the trustworthiness of a GPS module and additional interface circuitry? We suggest two possible approaches:
(1) One can perform extensive testing on the GPS module and the additional interface, see [3, 14, 17, 26] . is may be acceptable since only the GPS modules and additional interfaces form the hardware trusted computing base for guaranteeing reliable operation of the power grid in an adversarial environment. It signi cantly reduces the testing time before deployment because we only need to test GPS modules and additional interfaces, instead of testing every single module in the power grid. Hence, it may be worth the e ort to test GPS modules and the simple interface circuitry thoroughly.
(2) Since we need to assemble GPS modules and other functional units in a trusted environment and add an extra interface between them, we can ask one trusted manufactuer to fabricate all the GPS modules together with its interface and let the untrusted manufacturers fabricate other functional units. is exploits the idea of split manufacturing [16] . e concept of split manufacturing is that instead of manufacturing one entire chip by one untrusted manufacturer, one splits the chip design into two layers and asks two untrusted manufactures to fabricate one of the layers individually. A er fabrication, one can assemble these two layers in a trusted environment. e main assumption behind split manufacturing is that these two untrusted manufacturers are not going to collude with each other and the cost of assembly is much lower than that of (outsourced) manufacturing. e third assumption ought to be naturally satis ed as it is needed to guarantee that there is no malicious so ware which has access to the current UTC, otherwise a standalone so ware Trojan (called malware) can cause the failure of the entire power grid as well. We make the third assumption explicit since this implies that hardware Trojans cannot access UTC (or any other trigger signal/event) by observing or connecting to executing so ware (trusted so ware would not harvest UTC from connecting to the internet as it can already access the GPS unit).
Implicitly, we also assume that hardware Trojans inside functional units do not contain a real time clock (e.g. a hardware Trojan does not have a GPS module in it), because this would be too large in size and can therefore easily be detected (by coarse grained hardware inspection).
With all the above security assumptions, hardware Trojans become isolated from access to UTC implying we are able to guarantee that o line hardware Trojans without the capability to communicate together will not cause power failure of the entire power grid.
Notice that we do not require the time o sets to be secret, because the hardware Trojans are produced before the random time o sets are generated. We do require the time o sets to be random so that an adversary cannot predict these o sets in advance and, hence, initialize hardware Trojans accordingly.
TYPE B: TOWARDS MITIGATION
We now analyze type B o ine synchronized hardware Trojan attacks where the Trojans are communicating with each other. is allows the Trojans to agree together on a shared time reference so that they can synchronize their a ack. e countermeasure presented in the previous section isolates hardware Trojans from one another, yet, they can start their individual clock counters as soon as they are power-up and employed in the eld. Each Trojan triggers its payloads once its individual counter reaches a preset max counter value. e hardware Trojans will be employed at di erent moments over time, however, note that these moments will not be uniformly distributed over a period of 100 years as in our case study, instead they are distributed over a much shorter timespan leading to a higher rate of single node failures.
If Trojans can communicate with each other, then they can coordinate their individual clocks and collectively trigger their payloads in a synchronized way. Self-synchronization requires a masterslave protocol: Each hardware Trojan can be both master and slave.
ey all start counting a er powering up at initialization (as explained above). Each Trojan starts out as a slave. e rst Trojan reaching a preset max counter value changes its state to master and starts communicating with all other Trojans (making use of other Trojans for forwarding messages).
is allows all Trojans to agree on a common time reference and within this reference frame they collectively trigger their malicious payloads at the same coordinated time (as indicated by the master Trojan).
In order to mitigate this type of a ack, malicious communication among Trojans should be prevented. In particular, Trojans can have access to or are embedded in communication interface modules (which de ne the smart grid network layer). In order to prevent malicious communication between communication modules, such modules should have a trusted formally veri ed Finite State Machine (FSM) which interprets commands and ags suspicious communication pa erns. As a concrete example, a reset command should be veri ed to come from the centralized smart grid control center. We notice that these FSMs will need to communicate with one another so that they can detect command pa erns which occur at the same time across many nodes in the smart grid -and this should be agged as unlikely and prevented. In order to increase the di culty for a master Trojan to trigger other Trojans, we suggest to use devices from noncollaborating manufacturers such that neighboring nodes in the network topology originate from the di erent manufacturers. Assuming nodes do not simply forward messages to other nodes (the FSMs suggested here should prevent this), master trigger signals will be blocked since devices fabricated by di erent noncollaborating manufactures cannot interpret one another's trigger signals. ese countermeasures are not as simple as the countermeasure proposed for preventing type A o ine a acks -we leave it as an open problem to develop practical FSMs in communication modules that prevent type B a acks where malicious communication is over the smart grid network layer.
e previous section discusses how to isolate Trojans from current UTC time, which is received by the GPS module. Other communication to Trojans can be over the smart grid network layer itself as discussed above or if possible, by means of a hidden covert channel over the power lines. e la er assumes hardware Trojans are able to communicate over the power lines itself: such communication is possible [11] and possibly easy to implement if used for forwarding a speci c trigger signal. We also leave the analysis of this type of communication among hardware Trojans as an open problem.
As a nal remark we notice that hardware Trojans for type B attacks are necessarily much more complex than the simple hardware Trojans for type A a acks. Hardware Trojans for type B a acks are likely also much more complex than those needed in an online synchronized hardware Trojan a ack as the manufacturer could add a backdoor which allows read/write of memory at a later moment when the smart grid network has been successfully penetrated. is means that type B Trojans will be larger in size as compared to type A Trojans and they can therefore more easily be detected by hardware inspection.
CONCLUSION
is paper highlights the security threat from synchronized hardware Trojans which can cause a power failure of the entire power grid. We classi ed three types of synchronized a acks: 'type A o ine' where Trojans do not communicate with each other, 'type B o ine' where Trojans do communicate with each other but without online communication with an unauthorized source outside of the existing power grid network, and 'online' where Trojans can receive a trigger signal from an unauthorized outside source.
For preventing (type A) o ine synchronized hardware Trojan a acks where Trojans do not communicate with each other, this paper proposes to add a random time o set to the time provided by a GPS module. is prevents o ine hardware Trojans in functional units across power grid nodes from being activated at the same time. e trustworthiness of the entire system is bootstrapped from the trustworthiness of GPS modules together with their simple extra interfaces, but no other hardware needs to be trusted. is makes the proposed solution practical and economically feasible to implement and allows a cheap upgrade of current smart grid infrastructure to prevent synchronized hardware Trojan a acks. Also, it implies a reduction in testing time before deployment for new nodes in the future (since only the GPS modules with their extra interfaces need to be tested).
